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Delicious
Canned Foods
Canned goods, survival food with a long shelf life for times of emergency.

They may be seen as emphasizing function over flavor, but in reality, canned
foods can be very tasty. With a little ingenuity,
they can be turned into fine dishes.
What a waste to let all those cans, pushed into the dark recesses of kitchens
and cupboards, go past their "best by" dates.
Why not start incorporating canned foods into your life?
Photos: Hiroyuki Kiseki (Pgs.10 ~ 13), Susumu Nagao (Pgs.14 ~ 19)
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Th e a r t o f t h e t i n c a n

FEELING
PECKISH?
An interview with canned goods
expert Hayato Kurokawa

in the blogosphere. His handy hints and

usually about three years, but as far as

tasty tips on how to make the most of

Professor Tin Can is concerned, as long as

“canned” meals spurred him on to a more

the can has been stored properly, the

serious study of canned goods––different

contents will never spoil. “One hundred-

processing methods, product ranges, and

year-old tin cans have been found to be as

manufacturers. The Canned Goods

fresh as the day they were sealed!”

Association of Japan then invited him to
write a column for their monthly magazine.
Media recognition quickly followed: He is a
regular guest on daytime TV shows where

The Japanese tend to favor small formats.

he shares his latest discoveries and

Our expert explains that this is a recent

recipes; he is the spokesman for the

trend linked to contemporary lifestyles.

Hayato Kurokawa, who calls himself

Japanese canned goods industry; and he

“When you live alone or there are just two

“Professor Tin Can,” is no crank. A former

appears on talk shows and takes part in

of you, when you get home after a long day

employee of the financial sector, he

promotional tours nationwide.

at the office, you want to prepare a quick

decided to give it all up to realize his

“I’ve always been a big fan of cooking. As

tasty treat, which you can have with a

dream of becoming a full-time writer. He

a child I never missed an episode of TV

drink or bowl of rice. “family-size can have

swapped his financially secure, comfortable

chef Graham Kerr’s Galloping Gourmet. I

meal has become a rarity.”

lifestyle for lonely hours spent in front of

watched the show with my kid sister, and

As for the inspiration for his recipes, he

his laptop. Starting as a freelancer, he had

our mouths would water as we watched

often finds it in meals that he’s sampled

to take whatever work came his way. He

him prepare his succulent dishes. I’m very

while traveling in Japan or overseas. “I

quickly realized that his meager earnings

fortunate that my work combines my two

have to experiment a great deal before

would no longer allow him to indulge his

passions: writing and cooking.”

hitting upon really good combos: To see

taste for fine dining, and that he would
have to make to with the “low-budget”

product or vary the uses of another. But

He didn’t lose his sense of humor,

“Although most of us will happily use

that came to me in a sudden flash of

however: “So as not to get depressed, I

canned ingredients when cooking, canned

inspiration and worked first time!”

published my recipes on my blog (flavoring

ready meals suffer from a serious image

No, Kurokawa doesn’t only dine off canned

them with a good pinch of self-

problem. However, today’s canned goods

goods. But he shows considerable skill in

deprecation). But I surprised myself with

are of the highest quality, using only the

transforming these mundane meals into

the quality and tastiness of my

best natural ingredients; they don’t contain

gourmet offerings a master chef would be

discoveries.” The freshness and piquancy

preservatives; and they’re sterilized at

proud of. All of which has rightly earned

of his prose, spiced with illustrations of his

extremely high temperatures.”

him the title of Professor Tin Can!

culinary exploits, found a ready audience

The use-by date on canned goods is

Tin can or vacuum pouches?
The best way to empty
the contents of a tin can
is to soak it in a pan filled
with boiling water for a
few minutes. This will
also improve the
appearance of the
contents.
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how I can improve the flavor of one canned

LONG LIVE READY MEALS!

option of eating canned goods.

Handy hint

TASTY TREATS

Although sterile vacuum
pouches are lighter and
take less room than tin
cans, more care has to be
taken when storing them;
they don’t last as long
(one to two years); and
their contents can be
damaged or crushed.

the recipes I’m most proud of are those

A historical note
CALENDAR

OCT

10

The Book of Canned Goods
October 10 is “Canned
Goods Day” in Japan––
the day set aside by the
Canned Goods
Association of Japan to
commemorate the first
canned goods factory that
opened in the small
Hokkaido town of Ishikari
on October 10, 1887.

By Hayato Kurokawa
Tatsumi Publishing,
2011
¥1,050
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Cooking with
Canned Foods

Canned yakitori is transformed into an authentic Indian dish

Tandoori Yakitori (grilled chicken)
Tandoori chicken all depends on having an authentic
sauce. The hidden ingredient in this recipe is the
sauce that comes with the canned yakitori.
◎ Ingredients
1 can yakitori (salt flavor)

Canned foods are convenient when you just want to
whip up a quick meal. We asked an expert in all things
canned, "Professor TinCan" Kurokawa, to share a few
recipes for easy, delicious dishes using canned goods.

1 tablespoon of yogurt that has been
drained overnight
Half a clove of garlic
1/2 to 1 teaspoon turmeric
1/2 to 1 teaspoon coriander
1/2 to 1 teaspoon cardamom
1/2 to 1 teaspoon paprika
Dash of salt

The good thing about canned foods is

Dash of red chili powder
Dash of black pepper

that they make complicated dishes easy

◎ Directions

to prepare. For example, using canned

1. Grate the garlic.
2. Make a sauce by combining the yogurt
and garlic with the turmeric, coriander,
cardamom, paprika, salt, chili powder, and
black pepper.
3. Mix the sauce with the (salt flavor)
yakitori, and place on an oven-safe plate.
4. Place the plate in a pre-heated 180℃
oven, and grill for about two minutes until
lightly browned (an oven toaster may also
be used).

yakitori (grilled chicken) to make tandoori
chicken not only eliminates the time
required for marinating, but by mixing in
the yakitori sauce you add a hidden
depth of flavor to the dish.
Steak tartare made with corned beef
also results in a flavor completely
distinct from the original, as the saltiness
of the corned beef matches perfectly
with the acidity of the pickles and
lemon.
Something to try when you need just

Fun to eat with friends and family!

one more dish on the table.

Conger Eel and Beef Hand-Rolls
Hand-rolled sushi is always perfect for parties.
Using canned ingredients makes clean-up
a breeze!

Tastes great alone, or served on crackers!

Corned Beef Tartare
Steak Tartare, famed staple of
Parisian restaurants. This recipe
recreates the dish using corned beef!

◎ Ingredients

◎ Directions

◎ Ingredients

1. Heat the can of corned beef in warm water to soften the contents.
2. Mince the onion and pickles, and roughly chop the capers.
3. Cut the lemon into 2mm slices, then quarter.
4. Open the can of corned beef into a bowl, thoroughly breaking it
apart before adding the onion, pickles, and capers, along with the
nutmeg and lemon juice. Mix well.
5. Use a fork to spread the mixture into a thin layer on a plate,
garnish with the lemon slices, and season with black pepper.

1 can Yamato-ni (stewed beef)
1 can grilled conger eel
Approx. 4.5 cups prepared sushi rice
20 sheets of nori (seaweed) for hand-rolling
Wasabi to taste
Ginger to taste
1/2 cucumber
Ooba (shiso) leaves to taste

1 can corned beef
Approx. 1/4 onion
2-3 cornichons
1 tablespoon capers
Dash of nutmeg
Dash of black pepper
Dash of lemon juice
Approx. 1/4 lemon
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◎ Directions

1. Warm the cans of stewed beef and
conger eel in hot water.
2. Grate the wasabi and ginger.
3. Julienne the cucumber.
4. Place the desired amount of sushi
rice on each sheet of seaweed.
5. Place the other ingredients, as
desired, on the rice, and form into a roll.
Cucumber and wasabi go best with the
eel, while ginger and shiso are best with
the beef.
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From Gourmet Delicacies to Emergency Rations!

Canned foods were first produced in Japan over 140
years ago. Today, over 800 varieties of canned goods
are made. Here we introduce some of the best, from
entrees and desserts, to canned foods that can serve as
emergency rations.

A Pictorial Guide
to Canned Foods

NO.6

NO.1

Gourmet
Foods

Traditional Stewed Beef Using Only
The Most Carefully Selected Omi Wagyu
Yamato-ni Stewed Omi Beef
(￥1,575) from Sennari-tei, a

An Easy Way to Enjoy a Traditional Dish
From Aomori Prefecture's Hachinohe

Rare
Items

Canned Ichigo-ni, a traditional
fisherman's dish using sea urchin
and abalone from the rich waters

shop specializing in the famous
Omi Beef of Shiga Prefecture.

Canned foods are currently attracting
interest for use in emergency food
stockpiles, but there are also gourmet
varieties that use only the highest-quality

Generous cuts of carefully
selected Omi Beef are slowly
braised in a beef bouillon. The
chunks of rich, savory meat fall
apart in the mouth.

of the Pacific Ocean (¥1,365).

Advances in food processing
technology have made it possible to
can a wide variety of foods. Some of
these may make you look twice!

The name comes from the
appearance of the sea urchin
meat when served, which
resembles wild strawberries
(ichigo). Delicious in soups,
seasoned rice, and savory

Sennari-tei

custards.

0120-290-289

Aji no Kakunoya
0120-34-2444

NO.3

NO.2

Whole leg meat! Filling
and Delicious!

NO.7

As Juicy as Fresh-Picked!

Kinsen King Crab (¥4,000) is
caught in the North Sea, then
boiled and flash-frozen right on
the boat, ensuring all the rich
crab flavor is sealed in. Cans are
then filled with fat slabs of whole
leg meat. Unlike flaked meat, the
crab retains its plump texture.
Maruha Nichiro
0120-040-825

NO.8

Fluffy Omelets
Just Like Fresh-Made

Ingredients
Unique to Hokkaido

Okayama Prefecture is famous

The world's first canned

for its Shimizu white peaches,

This Yamato-ni style stew uses

Japanese-style omelet (¥550).

the finest brand of white

meat from culled animals,

Yoshidaki, a venerable Kyoto-

peaches. These canned

including bear, Ezo deer, and

based purveyor of Japanese-style

Okayama Shimizu White

sea lion (Bear, ¥800; others,

egg omelets oversaw this

Peaches (¥1,500 *suggested

¥700). Bamboo shoots and

product's development. Fluffy,

retail price) are carefully

ginger mean no gamey smell,

with the distinct richness of a

blanched and peeled to

making this a delicious treat.

Kyoto-style broth, this rolled

preserve their flavor. Sweet,

Bear and sea lion versions are

omelet has an delicate flavor

and redolent of fresh-picked

stewed in a miso (soy bean

that's not too sweet.

peaches.

paste) stock. A dish to make

Clean Brothers

Sunyo-do

you reconsider the importance

06-4803-7800

of food, and life. Also available

0120-234-034

in curry.
Hokuto
011-663-5421

NO.9

NO.5

NO.4

Canned Sazae (turban shell)
in a Secret

NO.10

Revolutionary! This Mentaiko
(cod roe) Needs No Refrigeration!

Juicy Sparerib and
Hamburger Curry

Seasoned Canned Sazae (1

Two dishes from a popular

can/¥4,725, 2 cans/¥9,030)

Okinawan curry restaurant, now

uses the finest turban shell meat

in a can. A fruit-based roux is the

from Saga Prefecture's Seki, a

secret behind Nankotsu Sparerib

region famous for the mackerel

Curry (2 servings, ¥1,890), while

and horse mackerel taken from

the Wagyu Hamburger Curry (2

the Bungo Channel. The meat is

servings, ¥1,890) is succulent

boiled the day it's caught, and

with rich beef flavor. Now you

marinated in a secret-recipe

can enjoy this popular hamburger

sauce. An irresistible combination

curry at home!

of fresh texture and exquisite

Bakubaku-tei

flavor!

098-926-6888

The Rich Flavor of
Shellfish, in a Can.

Mentaiko, Fukuoka's famous

Filling chunks of surf clam in

seasoned cod roe, is steamed

water (¥2,000 *Suggested price).

whole and then canned (Mentai

Simple seasoning brings out the

CAN, ¥630). It can be kept for

rich clam flavor of the stock.

long periods at room temperature,

Enjoy the crunchy texture alone

making it a perfect gift. With a

as a snack, or use the stock for a

texture like roasted cod roe,

fragrant steamed rice.

Mentai CAN is an ideal

Suto Canning

accompaniment to alcohol.

03-3815-1131

Great packaging, too!
Yamaichi Bussan
093-372-7939

Ota Cannery
097-575-0001
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Desserts

NO.11

A Refreshing Dessert in a Light Syrup
Cubes of milk-based agar jelly mixed

Canned foods include more than
just entrees, with many kinds
of sweet, delicious treats also
available. Why not add a little
variety to your larder?

with chunks of pineapple and
mandarin orange slices (¥140). The
rich milk flavor and plump texture of
the agar go perfectly with fruit.
Kokubun
0120-417-592

Emergency
Rations

NO.16

Nothing Relaxes Like a Familiar Dish
This miso soup (¥175 *suggested

It's always good to have rations
on hand, just in case. Let's check
out some of the standards, as well
as some that come with special
features.

retail price) requires no preparation.
The single-portion cans only need to
be warmed 5-7 minutes in hot water
before serving. Can be kept for up to
three and a half years.
Forika Foods
025-794-5333

NO.13

NO.12

Long-selling Anmitsu (fruit, agar jelly, and sweet bean
paste) from a Venerable Japanese Confectioner

NO.17

The Sweet, Rich Aroma of
Fuji Apples from Aomori

NO.18

Candy That Comes in a Handy Can

Even an Old Standby Can Taste Great

Loved for over 40 years, this canned

These baked apples (¥300) are made

Kanro, a storable candy sold by Kanro

These pumpkin biscuits (¥367) are

mitsumame (¥346 *suggested price)

using only Fuji apples grown in the

Co., Ltd. (¥420 *JQR research). Sugar

made from Hokkaido flour, beet sugar,

uses a proprietary agar with a plump

Tsugaru region of Aomori Prefecture.

is effective in reducing stress during

and pumpkin, and are marked by the

texture that still melts in the mouth.

Enjoy the oven-baked aroma and

emergencies, and the can is printed

natural sweetness of their ingredients

The dark molasses and bean paste

sweetness, great when heated and

with a scale, making it a useful

and the aroma of sesame. Light and

bring a refined finish that's not too

served with vanilla ice cream.

container once it's empty.

crunchy, they make a good snack, too.

sweet.

Hokuto

Kanro

Hokkaido Seika

Eitaro Sohonpo

0172-57-4828

0120-88-0422

0138-41-6575

NO.15

NO.14

A Slightly Fancy Bread With a
Long Shelf Life

NO.19

A Petit Custard Pudding from a Venerable
Japanese Confectioner

The Bon Courage line of canned breads
(4 varieties, ¥525 each) are made using
artesian spring water from Mt. Fuji. A
proprietary production method means
each loaf stays as soft in the can as
fresh-baked bread. Flavors include green
tea and green bean (left) and chocolate
marble (right).

NO.20

Authentic Potato Salad
with Cucumber and Apple

Filling, Nutritious Gomoku
(five-ingredient) Steamed Rice

This canned pudding (Box of 5, ¥840)

This chestnut steamed rice (¥320

Mix this freeze-dried powder with some

was first sold by Surugaya in 1963.

*suggested retail price) also includes

hot water and stir for 1-2 minutes with

Made only with milk, eggs, sugar,

soybeans, shiitake mushrooms, kelp,

the spoon provided, and you have real

vanilla essence, and caramel, these

and fried tofu. Easily portable, the can

potato salad (¥399 *suggested price).

custards are prepared in a steamer,

opens with no sharp edges, so it can

The can is impact-resistant, and

imparting a rich, deep flavor.

safely be reused as a serving dish.

perfect for long-term storage.

Sohonke Surugaya

Forika Foods

Tokyo Katsushika Welfare Factory

0120-5060-73

025-794-5333

03-3608-3541

Okaneya 0545-63-2345

Emergency Rations: a Source of Power for Self-Defense Forces

The Canned Foods that Fuel Japan's Self-Defense Personnel
The canned foods of Japan's Self-Defense Forces are something ordinary citizens seldom have a chance to see or try for themselves.
We asked the Ministry of Defense to tell us more about how they're made and the creative ways they're incorporated into menus.

One of eight possible meal combinations. This one
consists of five-ingredient seasoned rice,
seasoned beef, and pickled radish. Nutritional
balance has been taken into consideration.
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In the aftermath of the Great East Japan
Earthquake, many people watched TV
broadcasts documenting the efforts of Japan's
Self-Defense Forces (SDF) under very difficult
conditions. In situations like these socalled combat rations are used as emergency
provisions when normal meals are unavailable;
these rations consist primarily of canned goods.
A meal will typically consist of three cans
of food: one of rice, one of fish or meat, and
another of pickled vegetables or some other
side dish. There are eight possible combinations
of these three cans available, and while
personnel don't get to choose their own mixture,
every meal is a different combination.
The main difference between these "combat
rations" and the canned goods sold to the
general public is that they are saltier and more

heavily seasoned. This is because the heavy
perspiration generated by physical labor causes
a loss of sodium as well as water, and this
sodium must be replaced to maintain the body's
inner balance. The three cans that make up a
typical meal generally contain around 1,000
calories.
While the cans themselves are plain and
unlabeled, bearing only words like "Seasoned
Meat" to indicate their contents, what's inside
reveals some surprising creativity.
Take the rice, for example. Normally when
rice is canned for extended storage, the
contents of the can settle to the bottom,
and when opened the rice will be soggy and
unappetizing. The rice used in combat rations,
however, stays fluffy. This was by experimenting
with a wide range of rice varieties, searching

for one that wouldn't settle over time. The
canned pickled radish, a popular item among
SDF personnel, uses crunchy white radish from
the city of Ibusuki in Kagoshima Prefecture, and
is formulated to taste good even when eaten
cold straight out of the can.
These canned rations have a shelf life of
three years, but during their first year they are
stored all over the country for distribution to
disaster victims. After a year has gone by, they
are redistributed for use as provisions by SDF
personnel.
SDF personnel continue to lay their lives on the
line no matter how difficult things become, and
these canned foods are what sustain them.

Pull-top cans aren't used
because of the risk that
they might break open if
roughly handled.
Personnel use a can
opener tucked among the
cans that features a
space-saving design with
a foldable blade. Opening
the cans can require a
little skill, however.

The popular pickled
radish is thick-cut.
When it was rumored
that it would
disappear from the
menu due to the
relocation of a
production plant,
many personnel
voiced their desire
that it be kept in the
line-up.

Naohiro Hirashima, who helped to
produce this article, is a member of
the Logistics Division/Supply
Department of the Ministry of
Defense's Ground Staff Office and
is in charge of food provisions for
SDF personnel.
2012 May
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Washed Away But
Not Washed Up

Emergency
FRESH bread!

Founded in 1957, the Kinoya Company in Ishinomaki,

the news of the salvage operation spread, busloads

Think fresh oven-baked bread and you can smell its

Miyagi Prefecture, was once famous for its high-

of volunteer diggers came to help out. The tsunami

mouthwatering aroma and imagine yourself crunching

quality canned mackerel and whale meat. Until March

cans went on sale nationwide, and the proceeds went

through the crispy crust to the soft, warm, buttery

2011, this family-run firm employed around one

to a fund to help the now homeless and jobless

dough inside. But when baker Yoshihiko Akimoto sent

hundred workers, but after the disastrous Tohoku

former Kinoya workers.

fresh baked goods to the victims of the Kobe

earthquake and tsunami, Kinoya was completely

Yuya Kimura is smiling once again and is full of hope

Earthquake in 1995, they had gone stale by the time

wiped out, and along with it, the hopes and dreams

for the future. They finished the salvage operation in

they reached the refugees. What did Akimoto do? He

Akimoto is a businessman but when starving children

of the grandson of the company’s founder and

August, and washing the cans in December. As of

put his bread into tin cans! It cost Akimoto

tell him they’ve never tasted anything better than his

president-in-waiting, 24-year-old Yuya Kimura.

early 2012, only a few thousand of the 500,000 can

considerable time, effort, and ready cash to find a

fresh strawberry-flavored bread, he works even harder

Once the waters had receded, Yuya clambered over

recovered from the mud are left. Kinoya has rebuilt

process that would keep bread fresh and fluffy for up

on the project, even if it puts his company profits at

the wreckage to the seashore where the Kinoya

its offices at mountain foot; there are projects in the

to three years, but the product is now so popular that

risk.

factory had once stood and was greeted by a scene

pipeline; and a new factory could be built next year.

it’s hard to come by in the shops.

of utter desolation. He managed to salvage a few

The battle is far from being won but thanks to the

The idea behind the can is to provide an emergency

cans of mackerel from the cloying black mud. He

tsunami cans, Yuya’s future is looking a lot brighter.

supply of fresh bread for companies and households.

brought the cans home, and they provided

The cans are replaced every two years and

the family’s first proper meal since D(isaster)-day. A

replacements are sold at the discounted price of

few days later, a family friend and owner of the Saba

¥100 ($1.20). The bread has a shelf life of three

no Yu Restaurant in Tokyo, Yasunari Suda, called

years, so Akimoto works with an international

Kinoya to put in an order for salvaged cans of

shipping company to collect the cans and redistribute

mackerel. He was certain that once washed, the cans

them to famine-stricken areas all over the world.

would taste just as good as they had done before the

The label is designed like a postcard so that the

tsunami.

donor can write a personal greeting to the recipient.

Yuya and his co-workers began digging cans out of

The can itself is designed to be cut-proof and to be

the stinking, putrid, fly-infested mud at a rate of 300

re-used as a multipurpose container.

cans a day. In Tokyo, Suda designed a special menu

Akimoto is very active as a philanthropist: In 2010 he

using the “tsunami cans.” In April, the Kinoya Café

flew to Haiti to hand out 30,000 bread cans to the

opened its doors in a trendy Tokyo neighborhood. As

victims of the earthquake, and after last year’s
Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, he distributed over
100,000 cans to the refugees.

The Tin Cans of Hope
Current Kinoya president Nagato Kimura is
certain that the firm owes its survival to Tokyo

Donors (Companies & Individuals)

restaurateur Yasunari Suda, who came up with

NPO / Help programs / WeCan

Disasters, famine, etc.

the idea of selling the salvaged tin cans. Suda
also wrote a children’s book,
The Tin Cans of Hope, to help the victims of
the disaster and to make sure that the Kinoya
story is never forgotten.

Yasunari Suda, founder of the
Tin Cans of Hope Project and
author of The Tin Cans of

The Tin Cans of Hope (Kibo no Kanzume)
By Yasunari Suda; illustrated by Seijiri So
Published by the Tin Cans of Hope Project and
marketed by Be Nice
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(Available from Kinoya and Amazon; ￥1,200).

Hope.

Delivery

Orders
Bread

Water

Furniture
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